
7/14/2008
I'll just add my piece to this rather than 

start a new thread.
First of all, Dorge is the bomb.
How many other company owners other 

than Paul Morris call you and spend time on the 
phone like they have all day to talk?

My firenocks came last Friday for the 
Easton FMJs. While I've only fired one maybe 10x 
so far, it has been 100% reliable and was easy to set 
up.

My only complaint is with the narrow 
diameter of the shaft, they don't have a rubber o-
ring and I can hear a slight rattle when moving the 
arrow around.

Bottom line: quality product + quality 
service. 

7/16/2008
I know you'll all think I'm just looking for 

an excuse to post my "group at 50 yds pic" without 
calling it that...  but 

I just got a 50 yd shot set up at my house. 
After shooting 15 or so arrows at shorter distances 
to warm up, I backed up to 50 yds and shot the 5 
arrows below... now I'll be the first to say I'm 
nothing special as an archer but the 3 arrows on the 
bottom either have the firenock or the weighted 
equivalent nock. The two arrows on top have the 
regular FMJ x-nock.

IF the 7" difference between the groups 
(63lb, 27.5" draw, 100gr tips and heavy FMJ 
arrows) can be fully attributed to the extra weight 
of the nocks... then I just shot a 2" group at 50yds! 

Someone please tell me it's true... Let me 
just say, seeing that lighted nock arc up and drop in 
exactly where I aimed was awesome.

7/26/20008
I took my firenock to the 3D shoot today.... 

last target of the first section, I shanked it badly into 
a tree (it was all me). The arrow made the "bad 
sound", you know the one, the one that says; 'I'm 
no longer a functioning arrow'.

The front part of the FMJ was laying on the 
grass near the target... after a little searching, the 
back half with the firenock still glowing happily was 
found under some grass a ways behind the target.

That was a nasty impact to snap my FMJ 
clean in half. No damage to the nock at all.

Tough as nails.
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